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A Sticky Situation: Oil Sands, 
Alternative Fuels, Energy Security, 

and the EISA Section 526 
Petroleum-Procurement Problem

Surya Gablin Gunasekara*

Since the mid-1970s, politicians from both sides of the 
aisle in the United States have been advocating for 
energy independence to safeguard national security.1 

Almost like clockwork, the ebb and !ow of sociopolitical 
unrest in the Middle East and petrol-dictatorships in north-
ern Africa threaten to disrupt the United States’ supply of 
oil.2 Over the past several decades, the volatility of oil mar-
kets3 has coincided with domestic political calls for increased 
energy independence. President Richard Nixon sounded the 
alarm during the 1973–1974 Arab oil embargo and intro-
duced Project Independence, a plan to end U.S. dependence 
on imported oil.4 President Jimmy Carter similarly sought to 
increase energy independence during the Iranian Revolution 
as “the moral equivalent of war.”5 President George W. Bush 
acknowledged that America was “addicted to oil” in his 2006 
State of the Union Address,6 and President Barack Obama’s 
administration has once again focused e"orts on decreas-

1. See Alan S. Miller, Energy Policy from Nixon to Clinton: From Grand Provider to 
Market Facilitator, 25 E#$%&. L. 715, 715 (1995).

2. M'()*+& R*%#+, - N++&+.) N+,/,0*,, C1#2. R+.+*,() S+,$., R 34567, 
M'88&+ E*.% *#8 N1,%) A9,'(* U#,+.%: I:;&'(*%'1#. 91, O'& *#8 N*%-
/,*& G*. M*,0+%. 1–5 (2011).

3. See Oil Price History & Analysis, WRTG E(1#., http://www.wtrg.com/prices.
htm (last visited Mar. 28, 2012).

4. Address to the Nation About Policies to Deal with the Energy Shortages, P/<. 
P*;+,. 916, 920 (Nov. 7, 1973).

5. =e Energy Problem: Address to the Nation, 1 P/<. P*;+,. 656, 656 (Apr. 18, 
1977).

6. Address Before a Joint Session of the Congress on the State of the Union, 1 
P/<. P*;+,. 146, 151 (Jan. 31, 2006).

ing U.S. dependence on unstable, unfriendly, and unreliable 
countries for oil.7

With resource-intensive military operations throughout 
the world, however, energy independence is more fantasy 
than reality for the U.S. Department of Defense (“DOD”). 
In order to meet U.S. military needs, DOD has been forced 
to procure fuel from oil-rich, authoritarian governments in 
hostile regions of the world.8 For instance, an important U.S. 
Air Force base and refueling station is located in Abu Dhabi, 
the wealthiest of the United Arab Emirates.9 As is the case in 
many countries in the Persian Gulf, Abu Dhabi is ruled by 
a single family that controls both government and business 
interests.10 =e emir is sexagenarian Sheik Khalifa bin Zayed 
Al Nahyan, who has a net worth of $15>billion and controls 
the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (“ADNOC”).11 =us, 
money the U.S. military has paid ADNOC for fuel, a sub-
stantial $5.2>billion since 2005, pads the pockets of the Al 
Nahyan family.12

Unfortunately, DOD is forced to deal with volatile regions 
and unsavory leaders to meet its massive fuel requirements.13 
As the “single largest industrial consumer of oil in the world,” 
the U.S. military annually uses more oil than do eighty-?ve 
percent of the world’s countries.14 =e U.S. military requires 
approximately 125 million barrels of oil per year,15 which 

7. Remarks at Georgetown University, 2011 D*'&@ C1:;. P,+.. D1(. 1, 1–3 
(Mar. 30, 2011).

8. See Aram Roston, Welfare for Dictators, N+A.A++0, July 4 & 11, 2011, at 34, 
34.

9. Id.
10. Id.
11. Id.
12. Id. 
13. See, e.g., C%,. 91, A8$*#(+8 D+9. S%/8'+., D+;*,%:+#% 19 D+9+#.+ S++0. 

A&%+,#*%'$+ F/+&.: N++8. A#*&@.'. *#8 R+(1::+#8*%'1#. 3–4 (2008), 
available at http://www.c4ads.org/sites/default/?les/DoD%20Renewable%20
Energy.pdf.

14. Coral Davenport & Yochi J. Dreazen, !e Green Lantern, N*%’& J., May 
28, 2011 at 22, 24, available at http://www.nationaljournal.com/magazine/
the-clean-energy-military-20110526.

15. Id.
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cost taxpayers more than $15 billion in 2011.16 In the future, 
DOD will spend an additional $1 billion to $1.3 billion for 
every $10 increase in the price per barrel of crude oil.17

Behind much of this spending is the Defense Logistics 
Agency Energy (“DLA Energy”), formerly the Defense 
Energy Support Center (“DESC”).18 DLA Energy purchases 
the majority of energy products for the United States govern-
ment.19 DLA Energy is the integrated material manager for 
DOD and other federal agencies with management respon-
sibilities for the acquisition, distribution, and storage of bulk 
petroleum products and other energy commodities, such as 
coal, natural gas, electricity, and aerospace fuels.20 One of 
DLA Energy’s primary missions is to supply fuel worldwide 
to the U.S. military, providing petroleum products such 
as jet fuel, diesel, and marine gas oil to installations and 
active operations.21 =is energy supply is crucial to DOD’s 
mission.22

DLA Energy employs “full and open competitive proce-
dures” during its procurement process.23 As fuel costs con-
tinue to rise, this process ensures that DOD receives the 
most competitive prices available in the commercial mar-
ket.24 DOD usually obtains its overseas fuel supply from for-
eign sources, whereas it contracts with companies based in 
the United States for its domestic supply.25 Domestic re?ners 
provide DLA Energy with a variety of oil feedstock ranging 
from light to heavy crude.26

16. Mark Udall, Congress Should Support Military’s Energy-E"cient Initiatives, 
C1&1. S;,'#2. G*B+%%+, May 5, 2011, http://www.gazette.com/articles/
energy-118337-fuel-every.html.

17. See id. (estimating that DOD would spend $1 billion for each $10 increase 
per barrel); C%,. 91, A8$*#(+8 D+9. S%/8'+., supra note 13, at 2 (estimat-
ing that DOD would spend $1.3 billion for each $10 increase per barrel); 
Sharon E. Burke, National Security and Fuels of the Future: !e Importance of 
Sec. 526, W)'%+ H1/.+ B&12 (July 15, 2011), http://www.whitehouse.gov/
blog/2011/07/15/national-security-and-fuels-future-importance-sec-526 (es-
timating $130 million spent for each $1 increase).

18. DESC was renamed DLA Energy in 2010 to “creat[e] a clearer and more de?-
nite identity,” but its mission was unchanged. D+9. L12'.%'(. A2+#(@ E#+,-
2@, F*(% B110: F'.(*& Y+*, CD4D, at 5 (2010), available at http://www.desc.
dla.mil/dcm/?les/fact%20book%20fy10%20?nal%20web.pdf.

19. M'()*+& E. C*#+. - R*()*+& G. J1#*..+#, LMI G1$’% C1#./&%'#2, R+-
;1,% DES65T4, EISA S+(%'1# EC5: I:;*(%. 1# DESC S/;;&@, at iii (2009), 
available at http://www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?AD=ADA502264.

20. D+9. L12'.%'(. A2+#(@ E#+,2@, supra note 18, at 2–3.
21. Id. at 4.
22. 156 C1#2. R+(. S5854–55 (daily ed. July 14, 2010) (statement of Sen. Mark 

Udall).
23. See, e.g., United States v. Wilkinson, 590 F.3d 259, 262 (4th Cir. 2010) 

(“DESC conducts a full and open, multi-stage, competitive procurement 
process with respect to each contract.”); Notice of Intent To Prepare an En-
vironmental Assessment Regarding DLA Energy’s Mobility Fuel Purchasing 
Programs, 76 Fed. Reg. 38,117, 38,118 (June 29, 2011) (“For all of its pro-
curements, DLA Energy follows standard procurement procedures as required 
in the Federal Acquisition Regulation and the Defense Federal Acquisition 
Regulation Supplement. .>.>. Almost all contracts are solicited using full and 
open competitive procedures and are awarded based on price.”).

24. See Notice of Intent To Prepare an Environmental Assessment Regarding DLA 
Energy’s Mobility Fuel Purchasing Programs, 76 Fed. Reg. at 38,118.

25. C*#+. - J1#*..+#, LMI G1$’% C1#./&%'#2, supra note 19, at 3-1.
26. Id. at 3-3 to 3-5.

Canada is the single largest exporter of crude oil to the 
United States, accounting for twenty-two percent of U.S. 
imports.27 Canadian re?ners use several sources of crude oil, 
including oil sands in Alberta.28 =e Energy Independence 
and Security Act (“EISA”) of 2007 purports to reduce U.S. 
dependence on unstable and unreliable foreign sources of oil 
by promoting alternative sources of energy.29 EISA’s frame-
work, however, threatens to disrupt the federal government 
and DLA Energy’s ability to procure this fuel from Canada, 
our neighbor, ally, and largest supplier of fuel.

=is article will ?rst outline section 526 of EISA and dis-
cuss its e"ects on DLA Energy’s ability to purchase crude 
oil derived from Canadian oil sands. Second, it will analyze 
the Sierra Club’s legal challenge to DLA Energy’s procure-
ment process as failing to comply with section 526. Finally, 
this article will discuss the impacts of the recently intro-
duced Department of Defense Energy Security Act of 2011 
(“DODESA”)30 and DOD’s attempts to enhance national 
security by reducing dependence on foreign oil.

I. Energy Independence and Security 
Act of 2007, Canadian Oil Sands, and 
Petroleum Procurement

A. EISA Background

=e preamble of EISA echoes grandiose presidential state-
ments from the last forty years,31 proclaiming that it will 
“move the United States toward greater energy independence 
and security.”32 =rough EISA, Congress seeks “to increase 
the production of clean renewable fuels, .>.>. to increase the 
eFciency of products, buildings, and vehicles, to promote 
research on and deploy greenhouse-gas (“GHG”) capture 
and storage options, and to improve the energy performance 
of the Federal Government.”33

EISA was drafted as piecemeal legislation that amends 
existing law. For instance, EISA added new requirements 
to the 1975 Energy Policy and Conservation Act, which 
imposes energy-eFciency requirements for consumer appli-

27. J*:+. B/,0)*,8 +% *&., IHS CERA, T)+ R1&+ 19 %)+ C*#*8'*# O'& 
S*#8. '# %)+ US M*,0+%: E#+,2@ S+(/,'%@, C)*#2'#2 S/;;&@ T,+#8., 
*#8 %)+ K+@.%1#+ XL P';+&'#+ 1 (2011), available at http://a1024.g.akamai.
net/f/1024/13859/1d/ihsgroup.download.akamai.com/13859/ihs/cera/
=e-Role-of-the-Canadian-Oils-Sands-in-the-US-Market.pdf; U.S. E#+,2@ 
I#91. A8:'#., C1/#%,@ A#*&@.'. B,'+9.: C*#*8* 7 (2011), available at 
http://205.254.135.7/EMEU/cabs/Canada/pdf.pdf.

28. U.S. E#+,2@ I#91. A8:'#., supra note 27, at 4.
29. Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 §>806(a), 42 U.S.C. §>17285(a) 

(Supp. I 2007); see Kirk Tracy, Note, Rocky Mountain Farmers Union v. Gold-
stene: Low Carbon Fuel Standards, Lifecycle Greenhouse Gases, and California’s 
Continued Struggle to Lead the Way, 24 T/&. E#$%&. L.J. 173, 173 (2010).

30. H.R. 2266, 112th Cong. (2011); S. 1204, 112th Cong. (2011).
31. See supra notes 4–7 and accompanying text.
32. Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, Pub. L. No. 110-140, pmbl., 

121 Stat. 1492, 1492 (2007).
33. Id.
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ances and lighting.34 EISA also increased the corporate aver-
age fuel-economy standards for passenger and nonpassenger 
vehicles to 35 miles per gallon, to be met by 2020, and set 
forth fuel-economy requirements for commercial vehicles.35 
EISA includes provisions related to the use of alternative 
fuels36 that strengthened the renewable fuel standards set 
forth in the Energy Policy Act of 2005,37 and for the ?rst 
time required consideration of GHG emissions in the pro-
duction and combustion of renewable fuels.38 All of these 
additions and modi?cations to existing laws serve EISA’s 
broader goal of increasing the country’s energy independence 
and security.

B. Canadian Oil Sands and EISA Section 526

Oil sands39 are natural mixtures of sand or clay, water, and a 
heavy mineral source of petroleum called bitumen.40 Unlike 
liquid petroleum, bitumen is very viscous and must be heated 
or diluted for processing.41 Canada—Alberta speci?cally—
contains the largest concentration of oil sands in the world.42 
Alberta has about 1.7 trillion barrels of bitumen, which can 
produce 173 billion barrels of recoverable oil.43

Bitumen must be recovered and processed to separate it 
from oil sands.44 Deposits near the surface are mined and 
mixed with warm water, whereas deposits underground are 
extracted in situ.45 In situ processing involves heating bitu-
men with steam such that it can be pumped to the surface.46

34. Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA) §§>321–46, 42 U.S.C. §§>6291–
317 (2006), amended by Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 §§ 
301–25; see Margaret Rosso Grossman, Climate Change and the Law, 58 A:. 
J. C1:;. L. 223, 237–38 (2010). As a reaction to the 1973–1974 oil embargo, 
EPCA sought “to reduce demand for energy through the implementation of 
energy conservation plans.” Energy Policy and Conservation Act §>2(1), 42 
U.S.C. §> 6201 (1994) (amended 2000). EPCA also imposed vehicle fuel-
economy standards, id. §>301, 15 U.S.C. §§>2001–12 (1988) (repealed 1994), 
extended oil price controls, id. §>252, 42 U.S.C. §>6272 (2006), and created 
the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, id. §>151, 42 U.S.C. §>6231 (2006).

35. Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 §>102; see Grossman, supra 
note 34, at 239 & n.126.

36. Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 §§>201–10.
37. Energy Policy Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-58, §§>201–52, 701–97, 119 Stat. 

594, 650–83, 814–44 (2005).
38. Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 §>201; see Grossman, supra 

note 34, at 240.
39. “Bituminous sand” is the more technical term for oil sands. Tar Sand Bitumen, 

B'%/:+# E#2'#++,'#2, http://www.bitumenengineering.com/materials/tar-
sand-bitumen (last visited Mar. 28, 2012).

40. Id.; see A&%*. E#$’% - W*%+,, A&<+,%*’. O'& S*#8.: O;;1,%/#'%@. B*&-
*#(+. 2 (2008), available at http://www.environment.alberta.ca/documents/
Oil_Sands_Opportunity_Balance.pdf.

41. See Tar Sand Bitumen, supra note 39.
42. A&%*. E#$’% - W*%+,, supra note 40, at 2.
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. Id.; C*#+. - J1#*..+#, LMI G1$’% C1#./&%'#2, supra note 19, at 4-1 to 4-3. 

For example, in surface mining:
Hot water and caustic soda [are] added to the sand, and the resulting 
slurry piped to an extraction plant where it is agitated and the oil 
skimmed from the top. Provided that the water chemistry is appropri-
ate to allow bitumen to separate from sand and clay, the combination 
of hot water and agitation releases bitumen from the tar sand and al-
lows small air bubbles to attach to the bitumen droplets. =e bitumen 
froth !oats to the top of separation vessels, and is further treated to 
remove residual water and ?ne solids.

 Id. at 4-2.
46. C*#+. - J1#*..+#, LMI G1$’% C1#./&%'#2, supra note 19, at 4-2 to 4-3.

Oil sands extraction results in greater well-to-tank 
(“WTT”) GHG emissions than conventional petroleum.47 
WTT GHG emissions are those released during fuel produc-
tion (e.g., from extraction and re?ning), but do not include 
emissions associated with fuel combustion.48 Indeed, die-
sel fuel derived from ultraheavy crude oils, like those from 
Canadian oil sands, have 144% higher WTT GHG emis-
sions than do domestic crude-oil sources.49 WTT emissions 
make up only twenty percent of the total lifecycle GHG 
emissions, however; most GHG emissions come from com-
bustion and do not vary based on crude source.50 =erefore, 
although Canadian oil-sands crude releases more GHG 
emissions during extraction, this constitutes but a fraction of 
the total lifecycle GHG emissions.51

Although the aggregate lifecycle GHG emissions of 
Canadian oil-sands crude are not signi?cantly higher than 
those of conventional crude oil,52 the statistical disparity is 
very important with regard to EISA. In particular, section 
526 prohibits U.S. federal agencies from procuring alterna-
tive fuels or fuels derived from “nonconventional petroleum 
sources,” which includes Canadian oil sands,53 with elevated 
GHG emissions:

No Federal agency shall enter into a contract for procure-
ment of an alternative or synthetic fuel, including a fuel 
produced from nonconventional petroleum sources, for 
any mobility-related use, other than for research or testing, 
unless the contract speci?es that the lifecycle greenhouse gas 
emissions associated with the production and combustion 
of the fuel supplied under the contract must, on an ongo-
ing basis, be less than or equal to such emissions from the 

47. K,'.%'# J. G+,8+. - T':1%)@ J. S01#+, U.S. D+;’% 19 E#+,2@, DOE/
NETL-CDDG/475D, C1#.'8+,*%'1# 19 C,/8+ O'& S1/,(+ '# E$*&/*%'#2 
T,*#.;1,%*%'1# F/+& GHG E:'..'1#. 4 (2DDG), available at http://www.
netl.doe.gov/energy-analyses/pubs/Life%20Cycle%20GHG%20Analysis%20
of%20Diesel%20Fuel%20by%20Crude%20Oil%20Source%202.pdf.

48. Id. at 1 n.2.
49. Id. at 1.
50. Id. at 1 n.2.

=e term “lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions” means the aggregate 
quantity of greenhouse gas emissions (including direct emissions 
and signi?cant indirect emissions such as signi?cant emissions from 
land use changes), as determined by the Administrator [of the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency], related to the full fuel lifecycle, 
including all stages of fuel and feedstock production and distribution, 
from feedstock generation or extraction through the distribution and 
delivery and use of the ?nished fuel to the ultimate consumer, where 
the mass values for all greenhouse gases are adjusted to account for 
their relative global warming potential.

 Clean Air Act §>211, 42 U.S.C. § 7545(o)(1)(H) (Supp. I 2007).
51. See N*%/,*& R+.. C*#., O'& S*#8.: A S%,*%+2'( R+.1/,(+ 91, C*#*8*, 

N1,%) A:+,'(* *#8 %)+ G&1<*& M*,0+% 2 (2011), available at http://
www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/sites/www.nrcan.gc.ca.energy/?les/?les/OilSands-
GHGEmissions_e.pdf.

52. See id. (“Oil sands-derived crude oil, on a life-cycle, or ‘well-to-wheels’ basis, is 
on average 5 to 15 percent more GHG-intensive than emissions from average 
crude oil.”).

53. Heavy crudes imported from Venezuela and oil-sands crude imported from 
Canada are considered nonconventional “because the extraction process for 
these crude require heat processes and are not typical of extracting liquid pe-
troleum crude.” D+9. E#+,2@ S/;;1,% C%,., I#%+,': I:;&+:+#%*%'1# P&*# 
R+2*,8'#2 S+(%'1# EC5 19 %)+ E#+,2@ I#8+;+#8+#(+ *#8 S+(/,'%@ A(% 
19 CDDH, at 7 (2009), available at http://www.desc.dla.mil/DCM/Files/Inter-
im%20Implementation%20Plan%20Aug%202009.pdf.
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equivalent conventional fuel produced from conventional 
petroleum sources.54

DLA Energy guidelines provide that mobility-related use 
includes “most liquid fuels purchased by the federal govern-
ment for ground, aviation, and marine uses. It would not 
cover home heating oil and diesel used in ground equip-
ment nor would it cover electricity and natural gas used in 
buildings or power plants on installations.”55 =e term alter-
native fuel as used in section 526 of EISA encompasses, for 
example, alcohols like methanol and denatured ethanol, as 
well as natural gas, hydrogen, electricity from solar energy, 
“and any other fuel the Secretary [of Energy] determines, by 
rule, is substantially not petroleum and would yield substan-
tial energy security bene?ts and substantial environmental 
bene?ts.”56

=e legislative history of section 526 is limited and con-
sists primarily of a series of letters exchanged between various 
members of Congress after EISA was enacted. For example, 
in a March 2008 letter to Senator Je" Bingaman, Represen-
tative Henry Waxman wrote that “[t]he purpose of [section 
526] is to bar federal agencies from spending taxpayer dol-
lars to support the development and expansion of alternative 
fuels and fuels from unconventional sources, if those fuels 
have higher lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions than the com-
parable conventional fuels.”57 Congress purportedly drafted 
section 526 in response to the U.S. Air Force’s plans to use 
coal-to-liquid fuels.58 Waxman’s letter seemingly supports 
this connection, stating that “section 526 would clearly apply 
to a contract that speci?cally requires the contractor to pro-
vide an alternative fuel, such as coal-to-liquids fuel, or a fuel 
produced from a nonconventional petroleum source, such 
as fuel from tar sands.”59 Section 526 was to apply to con-
tracts in which the fuel source was not identi?ed, and those 
supporting the increased use of oil sands, such as a re?nery 
expansion.60 Waxman clari?ed, however, that section 526 
would not bar use of fuels with incidental amounts of fuel 
derived from oil sands, and that these requirements “must be 
interpreted in a manner that makes sense in light of federal 
contracting practices.”61

C. DLA Energy’s Commercial Petroleum Procurements

In 1994, Congress enacted the Federal Acquisition Stream-
lining Act (“FASA”) to simplify and incentivize competition 

54. Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 §>526, 42 U.S.C. §>17142 
(Supp. I 2007).

55. D+9. E#+,2@ S/;;1,% C%,., supra note 53, at 2.
56. Energy Policy Act of 1992 §>301(2), 42 U.S.C. §>13211(2) (Supp. II 2008).
57. Letter from Representative Henry Waxman, Chairman, House Comm. on 

Oversight & Gov’t Reform, to Senator Je" Bingaman, Chairman, Senate 
Comm. on Energy & Natural Res. 2 (Mar. 17, 2008), http://oversight-archive.
waxman.house.gov/documents/20080317164406.pdf [hereinafter Waxman 
Letter].

58. Du" Harper & Nikki Stewart-St. Arnault, Impact of U.S. Energy Inde-
pendence Act on Alberta Oil Sands Still Unknown, I#%’& L. O99. (Nov. 
24, 2008), http://www.internationallawoFce.com/Newsletters/Detail.
aspx?g=d73d641d-4734-4000-9396-d312ec8cee88.

59. Waxman Letter, supra note 57.
60. Id. 
61. Id.

in government procurement.62 FASA requires agency heads 
to specify their requirements such that commercial suppliers 
can compete to ful?ll them.63 DOD subsequently promul-
gated regulations governing commercial item procurements 
that “establishe[d] acquisition policies more closely resem-
bling those of the commercial marketplace” in the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation (“FAR”) and Defense Federal Acqui-
sition Regulation Supplement (“DFARS”).64 DLA Energy 
follows these procedures for all of its procurements, and “[a]
lmost all contracts are solicited using full and open competi-
tive procedures and are awarded based on price.”65 Industry 
standards govern the manufacture, delivery, inspection, and 
acceptance of fuel.66

DLA Energy purchases petroleum products through 
either a bulk or direct-delivery acquisition program.67 Bulk-
purchase contracts are usually one-year contracts and are 
used for military-speci?cation fuels.68 Direct-delivery con-
tracts are typically three- to ?ve-year contracts and are used 
to buy fuels such as gasoline and diesel to supply military and 
federal installations.69 Both acquisition programs involve the 
purchase of petroleum products that contain at least some 
amount of oil sands crude mixed with conventional crude 
oil.70

In August 2009, DESC developed the Interim Implemen-
tation Plan Regarding Section 526 of the Energy Independence 
and Security Act of 2007 (“Interim Plan”) to “provide guid-
ance to [its] workforce, suppliers, and customers on how [it 
would] comply with Section 526” on a preliminary basis.71 
Absent de?nitions of the key terms used in this provision, 
particularly “nonconventional petroleum sources,” DESC 
relied upon commonly used statutory de?nitions, commer-
cial usage, and its own experience in the purchase of energy 
commodities to develop the Interim Plan.72 In addition, 
DESC examined the limited legislative history to clarify the 
intent of section 526.73 DESC deduced that procuring fuel 
derived from oil sands fell outside the purview of section 526 
because such fuel was commercially available: “=e amount 
of oil sands crude mixed with conventional crude oil is not 
substantial and is part of the normal crude oil distribution 
systems.”74 Further, even if the amount of fuel derived from 
oil sands were “more than incidental,” section 526 was not 

62. Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994 §>8104(a), 10 U.S.C. §>2377 
(Supp. II 2008); see Gregory H. McClure, !e Application of the Prompt Pay-
ment Act to Commercial Items Acquisitions: Contractors Are Not Entitled to Inter-
est on Later Commercial Interim Payments, 29 P/<. C1#%. L.J. 269, 270–71 
(2000).

63. 10 U.S.C. §>2377(b).
64. 48 C.F.R. §>12.000 (2011); see 48 C.F.R. §§>12.101, 212.102 (2011); D+9. 

E#+,2@ S/;;1,% C%,., supra note 53, at 1; McClure, supra note 62, at 270–71.
65. See D+9. E#+,2@ S/;;1,% C%,., supra note 53, at 1.
66. Id.
67. Id. at 6.
68. Id. 
69. Id. 
70. Id. at 7–8. “[A]lthough the crude oil from oil sands constitutes only 10 percent 

of the total amount of crude re?ned in the US, it [is] widespread in all the US 
markets due to the extensive crude oil pipeline distribution network in Canada 
and the United States.” Id. at 7.

71. Id. introductory note by Kim J. Huntley.
72. Id. at i.
73. C*#+. - J1#*..+#, LMI G1$’% C1#./&%'#2, supra note 19, at 2-1 to 2-2.
74. D+9. E#+,2@ S/;;1,% C%,., supra note 53, at 8.
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applicable as long as DESC did not speci?cally target oil 
sands as a source.75 =us, DESC concluded that the majority 
of its petroleum acquisitions would not be subject to EISA.76

II. Sierra Club v. U.S. Defense Energy Supply 
Center

Shortly after DESC issued its Interim Plan, the Sierra Club 
and Southern Alliance for Clean Energy (“Plainti"s”) brought 
suit against DESC, which was renamed DLA Energy during 
the pendency of the case,77 seeking declaratory judgment and 
injunctive relief for “violations of federal law arising from 
purchasing contracts for fuel derived from Canadian oil 
sands recovered crude oil.”78 Plainti"s moved for summary 
judgment on three claims. First, Plainti"s argued that DLA 
Energy’s mobility-related fuel procurements violated section 
526:

(1) [F]uel derived from oil sands is allegedly synthetic fuel, 
or alternatively, oil sands are allegedly a nonconventional 
petroleum source; (2) some mobility-related fuels supplied 
from DoD to the U.S. military under these contracts are 
re?ned from crude derived in part from Canadian oil sands; 
and (3) the contracts for those fuels omit Section 526’s life-
cycle greenhouse gas emissions certi?cation.79

Second, they contended that DLA Energy violated the 
Administrative Procedure Act by developing the Interim 
Plan without following agency rulemaking procedures,80 and 
the Interim Plan itself was unlawful for being “in excess of 
statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations, or short of 
statutory right.”81 =ird, Plainti"s alleged that DLA Energy 
failed to comply with the National Environmental Policy 
Act (“NEPA”) because it did not conduct an environmen-
tal assessment regarding the environmental impacts of its 
mobility-related fuel purchases.82 Plainti"s sought relief for 
“an increased risk of harm to their health, recreational, eco-
nomic, and aesthetic interests as a result of [DLA Energy’s] 

75. Id.
76. Id.
77. See D+9. L12'.%'(. A2+#(@ E#+,2@, supra note 18, at 5.
78. Sierra Club v. U.S. Def. Energy Support Ctr., No. 01:11-cv-41, 2011 U.S. 

Dist. LEXIS 84852, at *1 (E.D. Va. July 29, 2011).
79. Id. at *2.
80. =e Administrative Procedure Act provides:

General notice of proposed rule making shall be published in the Fed-
eral Register .>.>.>. =e notice shall include—
(1) a statement of the time, place, and nature of public rule making 

proceedings;
(2) reference to the legal authority under which the rule is proposed; 

and
(3) either the terms or substance of the proposed rule or a description 

of the subjects and issues involved.
 5 U.S.C. §>553(b) (2006).
81. Sierra Club, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 84852, at *2; see 5 U.S.C. §>706(2)(C) 

(2006) (providing conditions under which a reviewing court will hold agency 
action unlawful).

82. Sierra Club, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 84852, at *2; see National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969 §>102(C), 42 U.S.C. §>4332(C) (2006) (requiring federal 
agencies to “include in every recommendation or report on proposals for leg-
islation and other major Federal actions signi?cantly a"ecting the quality of 
the human environment, a detailed statement” regarding the scope of environ-
mental e"ects anticipated).

conduct”—that is, failure to include a lifecycle certi?cation 
regarding the GHG emissions from fuel derived from Cana-
dian oil sands.83 Speci?cally, Plainti"s argued for redress 
in the form of DLA Energy’s compliance with section 526, 
by restricting the use of oil sands and, in turn, mitigating 
the impacts of mining and re?ning, including higher GHG 
emissions and global warming.84

DLA Energy and intervenor American Petroleum Institute 
(“Defendants”) moved to dismiss for lack of subject-matter 
jurisdiction.85 Consequently, before reaching the merits of 
Plainti"s’ claims, the district court addressed Defendants’ 
argument that Plainti"s lacked standing to bring suit on 
behalf of their members.86 As stated by the district court, 
organizations may bring suit on behalf of their members pro-
vided that “(1) their members would have standing to sue as 
individuals; (2) the interest[s] they seek to protect are ger-
mane to the organizations’ purposes; and (3) that the suit 
does not require the participation of individual members.”87 
For individual members of Sierra Club or Southern Alliance 
for Clean Energy to have standing, they must have su"ered 
an “injury-in-fact” caused by Defendants’ conduct and that 
could be redressed by a favorable outcome in court.88

Plainti"s claimed that their injuries were the result of 
climate-change e"ects associated with the GHG emissions 
“that have caused or purportedly will cause generalized envi-
ronmental impacts, such as increased frequency of intense 
storms, increased risk of ?re to public lands, increased risk of 
damage to coastal properties, and loss of plant species.”89 =e 
court found, however, that Plainti"s failed to show injury 
from the pipeline transmission of fuel, from the re?ning of 
oil sands, or from DLA Energy’s procurement contracts for 
fuel containing incidental amounts of oil-sands crude.90

=e court further found that Plainti"s did not meet 
standing requirements with respect to their second and third 
claims, based on procedural injury.91 First, Plainti"s failed 
to demonstrate a particularized injury or “separate concrete 
interest” stemming from DLA Energy’s contracts for fuel 
re?ned from oil sands.92 Second, Plainti"s failed to demon-
strate a suFcient causal connection between their claimed 
injuries and DLA Energy’s conduct.93 =us, Plainti"s’ inju-
ries were not “fairly traceable” to DLA Energy’s conduct, and 
were the result of independent actions by parties not before 
the court—producers of oil-sands-derived fuel and GHG 

83. Sierra Club, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 84852, at *2.
84. Id.
85. Id. at *2. 
86. Id. at *3–4. 
87. Id. at *3.
88. Id. =e court noted that “[a] ‘traditional’ injury-in-fact ‘is an invasion of a 

legally-protected interest that is (a) concrete and particularized and (b) actual 
or imminent, not “conjectural or hypothetical.”’” Id. (quoting Lujan v. De-
fenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560 (1992)).

89. Id.
90. Id.
91. Id. at *4.
92. Id. (“An allegation of procedural injury may suFce for purposes of standing 

where the ‘government’s failure to follow statutorily proscribed procedures .>.>. 
impairs a separate concrete interest of the plainti".’” (quoting Pye v. United 
States, 269 F.3d 459, 467 (4th Cir. 2001))).

93. See id. at *5.
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emitters worldwide.94 =e court explained that causation 
would require a sequence of “logical leaps and attenuated 
assumptions”95:

First, if Defendants had complied with Section 526, they 
would not have been able to purchase fuels which are 
re?ned in part from [Canadian oil-sands-recovered crude 
(“COSRC”)]. Second, without those purchases, U.S. re?n-
eries would not have been able to sell such fuels re?ned 
in part from COSRC to other purchasers and thus would 
have reduced their demand for and re?ning of such crude. 
=ird, if those domestic re?ners had reduced their demand 
for COSRC, no other purchasers would have purchased 
the same or comparable amounts. Fourth, based on these 
assumptions, producers of fuel from COSRC would have 
and will commensurately reduce the mining and production 
activities that emit greenhouse gases. Fifth, this reduction 
would not have been o"set by increased emissions anywhere 
else. Sixth, as a result, fewer overall greenhouse gases would 
have mixed in the earth’s atmosphere. Seventh, as a result of 
the emissions reduction, the accumulated atmospheric emis-
sions would trap less heat. Eighth, the resulting reduction in 
atmospheric heat would result in a reduction in the risk of 
harm Plainti"s allegedly face to their health, recreation, eco-
nomic, and aesthetic interests as a result of climate change.96

=e court rejected this tenuous causation and concluded 
that the presence or absence of a lifecycle-GHG-emission 
certi?cation in DLA Energy’s contracts would not in!uence 
how producers mined or re?ned oil sands fuel.97

Finally, regarding redressability, the court concluded that 
even if Plainti"s demonstrated that DLA Energy caused the 
alleged injuries, the court could not provide relief.98 In the 
court’s view, enjoining DLA Energy from contracting for 
fuel containing oil-sands-derived crude would not reduce the 
risks associated with climate change because another entity 
would inevitably purchase the same fuel in DLA Energy’s 
stead.99 Similarly, such an injunction would not reduce the 
overall risk from climate change because any reduction in 
GHG emissions attributed to DLA Energy’s lifecycle certi-
?cation would be o"set by others around the world.100 =e 
court’s reasoning thus acknowledges the highly fungible 
nature of fuel in the commercial marketplace. 

Because Plainti"s lacked standing, the court dismissed the 
case.101 It is important to note, however, that DLA Energy 
agreed to prepare an environmental assessment in accor-
dance with NEPA, which rendered Plainti"s’ third claim 
moot.102 Neither plainti" appealed the decision.103 While 
DLA Energy presumably can continue to purchase commer-
cially available fuel containing oil-sands-derived crude, EISA 

94. Id.
95. Id.
96. Id.
97. See id.
98. Id. at *6.
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. Id. at *7.
102. Id. 
103. Plainti"s had 60 days to appeal the decision. 3%) C',. R. 4(a)(1)(B).

section 526 remains in e"ect regarding government procure-
ment generally.

III. The Department of Defense Energy 
Security Act of 2011: The Road to a 
Sustainable Military?

In June 2011, Senator Mark Udall introduced DODESA.104 
According to Senator Udall, DODESA addresses the seri-
ous national-security implications caused by DOD’s energy 
consumption by “provid[ing] authorization that will expand 
existing renewable energy studies and pilot programs.”105 
DODESA would “streamline[] communication between 
agencies responsible for energy programs across the DOD, 
and authorize[] DOD to examine where the greatest poten-
tial exists for renewable energy programs.”106 Overall, 
DODESA aims to reduce U.S. dependence on foreign oil, 
enhance national security, save soldiers’ lives, and save tax-
payers’ money.107

With respect to alternative fuels, DODESA would apply 
EISA section 526 to liquid fuels and natural gas.108 Section 
104 of DODESA provides that “[c]ontracts for the procure-
ment of liquid fuels, or natural gas entered into pursuant to 
this section shall comply with the requirements of section 
526 of [EISA].”109 Presumably, DODESA section 104 would 
require DLA Energy and other federal agencies to include 
lifecycle-emission certi?cations in contracts for natural gas 
and liquid fuels that are derived from nonconventional sourc-
es.110 Due to the fungible nature of fuels and the lack of statu-
tory or regulatory de?nition of nonconventional petroleum 
sources,111 similar claims to those brought in Sierra Club v. 
U.S. Defense Energy Support Center could arise. For instance, 
nonconventional natural gas, possibly from hydraulic frac-
turing, could be comingled with conventional natural gas 

104. S. 1204, 112th Cong. (2011). =e House version was introduced later in June 
by Representative Adam Smith. H.R. 2206, 112th Cong. (2011).

105. 146 C1#2. R+(. S3832 (daily ed. June 15, 2011) (statement of Sen. Mark 
Udall). DODESA would establish a DOD joint task force for alternative-fuel 
development comprising the assistant secretary of defense for operational en-
ergy, plans, and programs; the secretary (or designee) of each military depart-
ment; the assistant secretary for research and engineering; and others deemed 
appropriate. H.R. 2206 §>105(a); S. 1204 §>105(a).

106. 146 C1#2. R+(. S3832 (daily ed. June 15, 2011) (statement of Sen. Mark 
Udall).

107. See id. (“DODESA is not a silver bullet that will solve all of our problems. 
However, it’s part of a silver buckshot solution that will require multiple chang-
es in the way that we do business.”).

108. H.R. 2206 §>104; S. 1204 §>104.
109. H.R. 2206 §>104; S. 1204 §>104.
110. =e Interim Plan acknowledges that “[w]hat has quali?ed as ‘unconventional’ 

at any particular time is a complex interactive function of resource charac-
teristics, the available exploration and production technologies, the current 
economic environment, and the scale, frequency, and duration of production 
from the resource.” D+9. E#+,2@ S/;;1,% C%,., supra note 53, at 15 n.18 
(quoting Glossary, U.S. E#+,2@ I#91. A8:'#., http://www.eia.gov/tools/glos-
sary/index.cfm?id=U (last visited Mar. 28, 2012)). But the Interim Plan also 
de?nes unconventional liquids as “includ[ing] production from oil sands, ultra-
heavy oils, gas-to-liquids technologies, coal-to-liquids technologies, biofuel 
technologies, and shale oil.” Id. (quoting O99'(+ 19 I#%+2,*%+8 A#*&@.'. - 
F1,+(*.%'#2, U.S. E#+,2@ I#91. A8:'#., DOE/EIA-D363(CDD5), I#%+,#*-
%'1#*& E#+,2@ O/%&110 CDD5, at 158 notes (2006), available at ftp://ftp.eia.
doe.gov/forecasting/0484%282006%29.pdf ).

111. Id. at 7.
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in the United States’ extensive pipeline system.112 =us, by 
purchasing this type of commercially available natural gas, 
DLA Energy could violate DODESA section 104 or, at the 
very least, expose the agency to litigation.

Over the last few years, DOD has devoted much e"ort to 
promoting energy independence.113 DOD has committed to 
obtaining twenty-?ve percent of its energy from renewable 
sources by 2025, achieved through substantial use of alter-
native fuels.114 =e Air Force has set a goal of using alterna-
tive fuels to meet half of its fuel needs within the United 
States by 2016 and to decrease total fuel use by ten percent 
by 2015.115 Others branches of the armed services have set 
even more ambitious goals. =e Navy, for example, intends 
to obtain ?fty percent of its energy from alternative energy 
sources such as biofuels and solar power by 2020.116 Navy 
guidelines prohibit buying advanced biofuels that are more 
polluting than petroleum, thus appearing to comply with 
section 526.117

EISA section 526 and DODESA section 104 are good 
indicators of the types of biofuels and other alternative fuels 
likely to see greater use in the future.118 Moreover, EISA and 
DODESA could transform the way DOD approaches its 
energy use.119 In the end, however, there must be a balanced 
approach within DOD to achieve energy independence and 
security by increasing use of alternative fuels without limit-
ing the procurement of traditional petroleum products from 
friendly, reliable allies like Canada.120

Since section 526’s enactment in 2007, some on Capitol 
Hill have argued in favor of its repeal.121 A clear exemption 
for commercially available fuel likely would help avoid such 
drastic e"orts to overturn the legislation completely. Interest-
ingly enough, the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (“NASA”) has had such an exemption even though 
DLA Energy procures much of NASA’s fuel requirements:

112. See Adam J. Bailey, Comment, !e Fayetteville Shale Play and the Need to Re-
think Environmental Regulation of Oil and Gas Development in Arkansas, 63 
A,0. L. R+$. 815, 816 (2010) (de?ning hydraulic fracturing as a “method of 
wringing oil or gas out of stubborn underground sources through the high-
pressure injection of vast amounts of !uid”). Hydraulic fracturing would not 
be considered conventional under the de?nition cited in the Interim Plan: 
“‘Crude oil [or] natural gas that is produced by a well drilled into a geologic 
formation in which the reservoir and !uid characteristics permit the oil [or] 
natural gas to readily !ow to the wellbore.’” I#%+,': P&*#, supra note 58, at 
15 n.18 (quoting Glossary, U.S. E#+,2@ I#91. A8:'#., http://www.eia.gov/
tools/glossary/index.cfm?id=C (last visited Mar. 28, 2012)).

113. See Juliet Eilperin, Building a Green Military Machine, W*.). P1.%, Sept. 26, 
2011, at A1.

114. Id.
115. Id.
116. Id.
117. Id.
118. See Burke, supra note 17. 
119. See 146 C1#2. R+(. S3832 (daily ed. June 15, 2011) (statement of Sen. Mark 

Udall) (“Energy needs to be the ?rst thing we think about before we deploy 
another soldier, before we build another ship or plane.” (quoting Michael G. 
Mullen, From the Chairman, J1'#% F1,(+ Q., Jan. 2011, at 2, 2, available at 
http://www.ndu.edu/press/lib/images/jfq-60/JFQ60.pdf )).

120. For discussion of balancing national security interests with procurement, see 
Surya G. Gunasekara, !e Balancing Act: Weighing National Security Against 
Equitable Procurement Practices, 20 F+8. C',. B.J. 569 (2011).

121. See A Bill to Repeal the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, H.R. 
1522, 112th Cong. (2011).

Section 526(a) .>.>. does not prohibit [NASA] from entering 
into a contract to purchase a generally available fuel that is 
not an alternative or synthetic fuel or predominantly pro-
duced from a nonconventional petroleum source, if—

(1) the contract does not speci?cally require the contractor 
to provide an alternative or synthetic fuel or fuel from a 
nonconventional petroleum source;

(2) the purpose of the contract is not to obtain an alterna-
tive or synthetic fuel or fuel from a nonconventional 
petroleum source; and

(3) the contract does not provide incentives for a re?n-
ery upgrade or expansion to allow a re?nery to use or 
increase its use of fuel from a nonconventional petro-
leum source.122

=is exemption re!ects the comments expressed by Repre-
sentative Waxman with respect to the implementation of sec-
tion 526 by allowing NASA to purchase “generally available 
fuel” from nonconventional sources.123

Congress has the responsibility of ensuring that DOD 
can advance its alternative-fuel program in compliance with 
EISA, and potentially DODESA, while reducing dependence 
on foreign oil and strengthening national security. Without 
an exemption for DOD clarifying the applicability of section 
526 to its procurements, DLA Energy will wastefully remain 
vulnerable to litigation.

IV. Conclusion

Among industries, DOD consumes the most oil in the 
world.124 DLA Energy’s primary mission is to meet the 
energy needs of the U.S. military and accommodate the 
evolving nature of those needs. DOD is increasingly looking 
to renewable energy and alternative fuels to achieve energy 
independence as a means to ensuring national security.125 
Setting aggressive goals for eFcient energy use will enable 
the military to transition to alternative fuels quickly. DOD 
is pursuing such innovative technologies as portable solar 
power, algae-based diesel fuel, and microgrids.126 Yet, many 
clean alternative fuels are still too expensive to compete with 
conventional fuels.127 Although DOD has considerable pur-
chasing power, it cannot single-handedly drive the market 
for alternative fuels.128 Yet, DLA Energy is pursuing con-
tracts with clean-technology entrepreneurs in order to stimu-
late commercial markets.129

122. 51 U.S.C. §>30310 (Supp. IV 2010).
123. See C*#+. - J1#*..+#, LMI G1$’% C1#./&%'#2, supra note 19, at 2-2; Wax-

man Letter, supra note 57; supra notes 65–71 and accompanying text.
124. Davenport & Dreazen, supra note 14, at 24.
125. See 146 C1#2. R+(. S3832 (daily ed. June 15, 2011) (statement of Sen. Mark 

Udall).
126. Mark Udall, Introduction to Cooperation is Key in Energy Security and Climate 

Change, C1&. L*A., Oct. 2011, at 27, 27.
127. See Davenport & Dreazen, supra note 14, at 26.
128. See id.
129. Eilperin, supra note 113.
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In the meantime, DOD should not remain at the mercy of 
unstable oil-rich countries.130 =is is why DLA Energy should 
be able to buy commercially available fuel from our largest 
supplier and closest ally, Canada, regardless of whether that 
fuel is re?ned from oil sands. As Sierra Club v. U.S. Defense 
Energy Supply Center shows, the applicability of EISA section 
526 to alternative-fuel acquisitions remains uncertain. Con-
gress must tailor section 526 to ensure that it is reasonable in 
accommodating contracts for commercial energy products.

130. See Davenport & Dreazen, supra note 14.


